PNS - Large Template

DO NOT CHANGE OR MODIFY THIS TEMPLATE IN ANYWAY

Dotted Line Indicates 1/8" Bleed.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Trim Size: 8.25"w X 10.5"h
- All corners will be rounded to a .25" corner radius.
- Extend all bleeds 1/8" beyond cut edge (marked by dotted line)
- 1/8" imprint margin for all non-bleed copy and art
- No imprint in blister area: 4.812" x 3.844" Location can’t be altered.
- All art must be CMYK
- Art must be at least 300 dpi resolution
- ALWAYS include all fonts with art files (Adobe Type 1 fonts preferred)
- Provide color proof with order
- See "Artwork Checklist" before sending your art files to the factory.

Die line and measurements are Grouped. DO NOT UNGROUP OR MOVE DIE LINES

Art & Background Color is a BLEED 1/8" or 3.175mm Outside of Die. This can be filled with an image or a color. Click on Outer Box and make it your Background Color or Image.